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PETRIE PAPER MILL
Around two weeks ago, the Pine Rivers community received the devastating news that Amcor will close its
Petrie cartonboard mill by the end of 2013. The direct result for our local community is the loss of 220 local
jobs. The closure will not only impact those 220 workers but also have a significant flow-on effect to hundreds
of local businesses and contractors.
There are three particularly frustrating aspects to this closure announcement. The first is that Amcor has cited
rising energy costs as one of the reasons for closing the mill. If we ever needed a local reminder of the
devastating consequences of Labor’s toxic carbon tax on local manufacturing, this is a slap-in-the-face
reminder.
The second frustrating aspect of the closure is that some of the products produced by the Petrie mill will now
most likely be produced overseas. Yet again we wave goodbye to more Australian manufacturing jobs. The
manufacturing industry employs around 2,500 people in my electorate and represents around 10 per cent of
the jobs and businesses in Pine Rivers. We cannot afford to see more and more manufacturing jobs leave our
shores.
The final frustrating aspect of the closure is the dismissive response of federal Labor to this decision. When
the issue was raised with Bill Shorten, his only response was to trot out the list of government funded
employment services that Amcor employees could access once they are unemployed. Instead of taking the
opportunity to be proactive and provide solutions, Mr Shorten and federal Labor are content to fold their arms
and not get involved.
While that might be the Labor way, today I reassure Amcor workers that their LNP representatives will not sit
idly by and just watch this happen.
Last week, the Hon. Peter Dutton, the member for Kallangur and I jointly announced that we will be
coordinating a local careers expo in July, with Amcor employees specifically in mind. We will be running an
expo that focuses on empowering Amcor employees and other local job seekers to find suitable, sustainable,
local employment. We will offer Amcor employees resume writing assistance. We will offer one-on-one training
in job interview techniques. We will provide career planning opportunities and we will link them with ongoing
assistance and local jobs. Working collaboratively with key stakeholders, we will run an expo that will provide
tangible assistance to Amcor employees, as well as other local job seekers.
I have stated that one of my key priorities for 2013 is to support local businesses to bring more jobs into Pine
Rivers. I have no doubt that this careers expo will be a catalyst for growth in local businesses. I am committed
to building a better Pine Rivers, I am committed to empowering our local committee and, whilst losing 220
local jobs in one hit is a setback, I know the strength and determination of our local business community will
pull us through this tough patch and towards a better future.

